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THE

LOMA

Dental Society
Honors 3 Deans
The Los Angeles County
Dental Society has honored the
deans of three southern Cali
fornia dental schools for their
leadership in dental education.
Cited by the society at its
meeting this month were Loma
Linda University School of
Dentistry Dean Charles T.
Smith, Dr. Robert W. McNulty
of the University of Southern
California and Dr. Reider Sognnaes of the University of Cali
fornia, Los Angeles.

LINDA

UNIVERSITY

WEEKLY

NEWSPAPER

University Willing to Negotiate Sale of Land

Loma Linda Park Gains Support
As C of C Explores Possibilities
The Loma Linda Chamber of Commerce and County
Service Area are working with the University in efforts
toward creation of the community's first public park.
Interest in the subject was heightened by a suggestion

a few weeks ago that govern
ment funds might be available
to help defray expenses of a
park development.
In discussions with of/icials

Board Certifies
LLU Physicist
The Radiological Physics ex
amination of the American
Board of Radiology was passed
recently in Cincinnati by Ivor
C. Woodward, physicist in the
department of radiology of the
School of Medicine and educa
tional director of the Radiologic Technology Curriculum.
He is now eligible to join the
American Radiological Society
and is certified in radiological
physics.
While in the East, he visited
Hinsdale Sanitarium and Hos
pital, Hinsdale, Illinois, and
Kettering Memorial Hospital,
Dayton, Ohio.

Instructors Pass
Board Examinations
Thais V. Thrasher, MD, and
Hsien-Ming Meng, MD, have
passed the examinations of the
American Board of Pathology,
according to Bo Ying Wat, MD,
professor of pathology.
They are both instructors in
the department of pathology,
School of Medicine, and are
now certified in the fields of
pathologic anatomy and clinical
pathology.

Cards Available
A few additional University
Christmas cards are available
and may be obtaine_d through
the office of Ada L. Turner,
editor of official publications.

of the County Service Areatax district within the county
that administers Loma Linda's
local government affairs, the
University reportedly expressed
willingness to negotiate sale of
35 acres of land suitable for
park use. The tract is east of
Anderson St. between the rail
road tracks and Loma Linda
Sanitarium and Hospital.
Exploratory Planning Stage

PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT PLAN
for the proposed Loma Linda community
park shows its location on land now held
by the University at the southeast corner
of the Anderson Street crossing of the

Southern Pacific tracks. The 3-acre lake
^ facilities for recreation and picnick,
mg are projected in the sketch by Peter
Dangermond of the county planning department; the reproduction of his sketch
is by Audiovisual Service.

60 Area Military Organizations
Request Veterans Hospital Here
A drive to establish a federal Veterans Administra
tion hospital near the Loma Linda University carnpus
gained impetus with a recent meeting of veterans' rep
resentatives in Redlands. Sixty military veterans repre
senting organizations in Riverside and San Bernardino

counties discussed the proposal
and means of achieving its re
alization.
The official positions of both
the University and the Loma
Linda Chamber of Commerce
remain carefully neutral amid
growing pressure from veter
ans groups and less vocal op
position from some others.
Redlands American Legion
Post 106, which endorsed the
idea of a Veterans Administra
tion hospital at Loma Linda
last October, hosted the meet
ing of veterans' leaders from
the two counties. Post Com
mander Royce Zeek said he ex
pects formation of a district
committee to push for a 1000bed federal hospital to serve
southern California's inland
counties.
Seek Concerted Action
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WHERE THE RAILROAD TRACKS in Loma Linda cross Anderson Street, east of
the street and just below Loma Linda Sanitarium and Hospital, a corner of the pro
posed park site can be seen. The big boulders on north side of the tracks were uncov
ered by floods in the past. < Staff photo.

The Legion's district com
mander, Eugene Chisam of On
tario, said he would join rep
resentatives of other organiza
tions in the selection of a cam
paign committee. Joining in a
call for unified action by veter
ans and community organiza
tions were John E. Larimer,
district commander of the Vet
erans of Foreign Wars, and
William T. Abney, district ad
jutant of the Disabled Ameri
can Veterans. Both men are
from Colton.
J. H. Chillington, national
field representative for the
American Legion, said there is
(Continued on page 6)

A sketch of the preliminary
development plan, suggesting a
two-acre lake, ball fields, picnic
areas and parking lots, has
been prepared at the request
of the County Service Area
board of directors by Peter
planning
Jr.,
Dangermond
technician for the county plan
ning department.
At its December meeting the
Chamber of Commerce voted
to recommend "that the Coun
ty Service Area act to estab
lish in Loma Linda a park
with water conservation fea
tures for public funds, and that
the park be of minimum size
to begin with, with provision
for enlargement as future con
ditions dictate."
Service Area directors sug
gested that the lake might first
be installed, to be followed later
by recreational facilities.
(Continued on page 7)

JHerrg Ctpratmas
To the many thousand
readers of University
SCOPE for whom this
holiday season is a re
minder of the Lord and
His birth, we wish to ex
tend our warmest greet
ings.
This is our 14th and
15th issue. We will be
back January 3, 1964.
Until then we also wish
you a Happy New Year.
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Beauty of Christmas
By President Godfrey T. Anderson
Christmas is the most beautiful holiday in the year
because ideally it is concerned with the basic Christian
virtues of caring and sharing. Whatever its origins may
have been, it has come to mean to us today a memorial
of the coming of the greatest gift heaven ever gave to
earth. To commemorate this event, we, in turn, give to
those we love and to those within our reach who stand
in need of either affection or material things. For in
so doing we ally ourselves with the Wise Men from the
East who brought precious gifts to the infant Christ.
If Christmas were just one spillover of the good things
we keep dammed up for ourselves the rest of the year,
it would be a sad circumstance. It is as the spirit of
Christmas spreads and extends itself throughout all the
days of the year that its beauty and value are seen.
This is Christmas as it was meant to be a lasting and
spreading generosity.
The most real things in the world are not the things
we can see with our open eyes. They are seen in the
heart, and treasured by the understanding mind. Like
wise, the most precious gifts are held not in the hand
but in the heart. It is the love which accompanies a
gift that determines its value. Often the intangible gifts
of friendship and interest and concern and time are
prized more highly than any material things we could
give. We are all rich enough to possess these gifts, and
the wisest of us will be generous in giving them.
So beyond the carols and the gifts, and the material
aspects of Christmas, may its true spirit of loving and
giving inspire and gladden the heart of every friend
of Loma Linda University, and go with us all through
out the whole New Year.

Africa a University Mission
Adoption of the University-directed public health train
ing program at Heri Mission in Tanganyika by the
Southern African Division marks the completion of a sig
nificant contribution by personnel of the Division of Pub
lic Health and Tropical Medicine.
Nearly eight years have passed since Drs. Harold N.
Mozar and Saleem A. Farag conceived a plan that would
open doors to underprivileged peoples everywhere. The
teaching of the three R's or even the provision of facilities
for medical care is in some countries viewed with suspi
cion, but nearly every country gladly welcomes a program
that will teach its people how to live healthfully and
avoid the need for therapy.
Recent interest by church leaders in this plan is under
standable. It gives the gospel worker an ideal relation
ship for presenting spiritual truths, as well as meeting
basic physical needs of the people.
Even from an economic standpoint the plan makes
sense. It has been said that preventive medicine costs
about one-tenth as much as therapy. The contrast in
terms of human happiness is even greater. A government
health officer from New Guinea recently stated that dis
ease prevention through health education takes priority
in all health efforts now being planned. This is true in
many lands where valid efforts are being made to im
prove health standards among the people.
This far-sighted plan already is making an impact on
church leaders in many lands. The Tanganyika training
center has been named the School of Medical Evangelists.
Similar schools are planned for other countries.
Drs. Farag and Robert D. Wood will shortly set up a
center in New Guinea designed to guide the efforts of mis
sion workers among those underprivileged people. And
so a concept as old as the church itself is given new em
phasis as Loma Linda University moves to fulfill another
phase in its world mission.

PRESIDENT GODFREY T. ANDERSON
signs a contract whereby the University
accepts $50,000 from the Los Angeles
County Heart Association for research to
be directed by Sidney S. Sobin, MD, re
search professor of medicine. Looking on
are (1-r) Millard S. McGuffin, LACHA

board chairman; John L. Denney, MD,
LACHA president; School of Medicine
Dean David B. Hinshaw; Dr. Sobin; and
Chauncey L. Alexander; executive direc
tor of LACHA. The county association
has supported heart research by the Uni
versity at Los Angeles County General
hospital since 1957.

Greatest Story of 1963

This Week in
History ofLLU

By JERRY WILEY
Anarchy in the form of an assassin's bullet has been
thwarted by the safeguards built into your republican
form of government by those patriots who framed the
Constitution. Lyndon Baines Johnson became the 36th
President of the United States even while the nation
mourned the death of the youthful, vibrant, vigorous
John Fitzgerald Kennedy. The nation mourned, and
wondered what the new President would be like. Would
he be powerful as Theodore Roosevelt who followed
McKinley was powerful? Or would he be a man like
Andrew Johnson?
"Mr. Wiley, have you heard? President Kennedy is
dead." The speaker was an employee of Housekeeping
Service at White Memorial Hospital and Clinic. I do
not know his name, but his thoughts were like those
of all of us here at the University. He wanted to know
what kind of man would now lead the world's most
powerful nation.
"You know the new President . . ." Did I really
know him in the way this worker wanted to be reassured
that I did? He wanted to know what manner of man
now occupies the Oval Room in the White House.
Some things are apparent. Like his predecessor in
office, he has been elected to office by only slender
majorities. His first seat in Congress was won by 87
votes. Also like the late President he has faced the
question of the right of young men to occupy positions
of power (he was the youngest Senator ever to become
Senate majority leader). He is a large, powerful man
and an energetic worker. He is charming and courteous.
A central figure in one of 1963's outstanding University
stories, he is well acquainted with Seventh-day Adventists and Loma Linda University probably better ac
quainted than any previous President.
It was our new President who made it possible for
a tiny, three-year-old Pakistani girl named Afshan Zafar
to be operated on in a University hospital. He was also
instrumental in making the University's Mission to Asia
possible. Mr. Johnson warmly received University officials
and members of the Heart Mission in his hotel suite in
Los Angeles a few weeks before he became President.
It is encouraging that the office of the President of
the United States is occupied by a man who has proved
his interest in the hearts of the people of all nations, all
faiths and all political persuasions. For he has given
himself to a mission very similar to the mission of Loma
Linda University a mission of extending and improv
ing lives.

1905 In a letter to Ellen G.
White, J. A. Burden wrote:
"We are still planning for the
school and have sent out our
announcements to the papers
that the school will begin the
first of January.
1919 The need for recreation
al facilities was recognized and
a fund raising campaign inau
gurated for construction of an
outdoor gymnasium. A swim
ming pool also was being bulit.
"The cost of the gymnasium
approximates $1500, besides
the work which the students
are donating," reported The
Medical Evangelist.
1924 A strict quarantine was
lifted from an area in which
cases of the pneumonic form
of bubonic plague had existed.
No students or workers in
were
California
Southern
stricken.

KEMfUtutio
KEMR FM radio is on the air
every day except Sunday, Tues
day and Thursday. Dial 88.3
me. on your FM radio for good
worship and music programs.
The weekly program is:
MONDAY

University convoca
8 a.m.
tion
WEDNESDAY

6:30 p.m. Your Story Hour
7 p.m. The Sound of Worship
8 p.m. BYU Concert Hall
8:30 p.m. Standard School
Broadcast
9-9:30 p.m. Georgetown
Forum
FRIDAY

6:30 p.m. The Voice of
Prophecy
7 p.m. Inspirational Inter
lude
8 p.m. University Fellowship
(University or Hill
Church)
9-9:30 p.m. Choral Master-.
pieces
SATURDAY

University's 10-Year Plan
Includes New School Programs
The President and vice
presidents of Loma Linda Uni
versity met Thursday of last
week for a day-long session
planning the University's fu
ture development.
The five officers are the ad
ministration's representatives
on a Trustee development com
mittee scheduled to provide

projection figures to the major
Trustee meeting in Loma Un
do January 28. According to
President Godfrey T. Anderson
the group disclissed the pos
sible introduction of new edu
cational programs in the next
ten years and financial and
campus development projec
tions for the same peried.

8 a.m. A Time for Singing
8:15 a.m. Prelude to Worship]
9:30 a.m. The Church at
Study (University
Church)
10:40 a.m. Musical Interlude
10:55 a.m. The Church at
Worship (University
Church)
12:05 p.m. Inspirational
Concert
1:15 p.m. Children's Chapel
1:30 p.m. The Quiet Hour
2 p.m. Hymn Time
3-4 p.m. Worship Service

fipctiofi Evercb
Friday, December 20

a.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Christmas carol service, all
choirs participating under the
direction of Pat Hicks, minis
ter of music: 7:30 p.m. (No
meeting at Hill Church. Mem
bers invited to University
Church service.)

Monday, December 23

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
School of Dentistry executive
committee, LL: 7 a.m.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
School of Nursing faculty com
mittee, LA: 1 p.m.
Wednesday, December 25

HILL CHURCH
Midweek
prayer service, John C. Michalenko, associate pastor, "I
Saw Bethlehem Shining": 7:30
p.m.

Saturday, December 21

D. ORDELL CALKINS, assistant treasurer of the Uni
versity Corporation, surveys the deed to Silverado Gar
den Apartments, a gift to the University from Kenneth
Rose, center. Director of Development William O. Rey
nolds, right, worked to bring about the agreement by
which the University took title.

Seven Paid Holidays ...

HILL CHURCH
Hour of
worship, Pastor Wilbur K.
Chapman, "Out of the Cattle
Shed": 8:15 and 10:45 a.m.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Hour of worship,
Pastor
Charles W. Teel, "The Angel's
Song": 8:15 and 10:45 a.m.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship, Pastor
Donald G. Reynolds, "Wise
Men Still Worship God": 10:45

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Midweek prayer service, Earl
Reynolds, minister of visita
tion: 7 p.m.

FOR SALE
Hurry
Last remaining view
lot for sale in South Loma
Linda Hills. Reasonably priced.
Inquire at
Richard Westerberg
10914 Evans, Linda Court
Loma Linda

By Frank S. Robinson

Thursday, December 26

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Medical staff executive com
mittee, LL: 11:45 a.m.
Friday, December 27

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
School of Dentistry executive
committee, LL: 7 a.m.
.Saturday, December 28

HILL CHURCH
Hour of
worship, Raymond F. Cottrell,
associate editor of the Review
and Herald, "First Aid for an
Injured Conscience": 8:15 and
10:'45 a.m.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Hour of Worship, Pastor
Charles W. Teel, "The Word
Became Flesh": 8:15 and 10:45
a.m.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship, Pastor
Donald G. Reynolds, commun
ion service: 10:45 a.m.

Personnel Director, Loma Linda campus

Everyone enjoys a holiday, and members of the Loma
Linda University family are no exception. As part of
our benefits and allowances we have seven paid holidays
each year.
This year, however, there is to be a change in one of
these holidays: Beginning January 1, 1964, each em
ployee will have his birthday as a holiday instead of
the annual Spring Holiday at Eastertime.
The same policy as for other holidays will hold true
on the "birthday" holiday, so I will review the regular
holiday policy.
You will be eligible,for all holidays with full pay if
you are a full-time employee (working at least 40 hours
each week). If you work regularly less than 40 hours
to a minimum of 20 hours a week you are considered a
part-time employee and are eligible for holidays in pro
portion to the hours that you work. You will not be
eligible if you are a temporary employee or are on a
leave of absence at the time of the holiday.
You are to take your holiday on the calendar date
where it is possible. In the case of your birthday, it
will be on the actual day of your birthday. However,
if the holiday falls on a day that you normally do not
work, it should ordinarily, be taken on the next regular
working day for your department.
If you work in an area where regular service must
be maintained on holidays, and you cannot be relieved
on that day, your supervisor will arrange for you to
have another day during that pay period. If this is im
possible, then you are to report double time for that
day that is, your regular work hours plus the holiday
hours. This must be initialed by the person in charge
and approved by the department head.
If the holiday should fall within your vacation period,
you will tie allowed an additional day of vacation, as
arranged with your supervisor.
The revised Personnel Handbook, setting forth fully
all employee benefits, is being printed at this time and
will be available very soon. A copy will be sent to all
employees as soon as it is off the press.

the

wi der

By TOR L.IDAR

The printer banged his head
against the wall, the editors
screamed . . . and the readers
complained. In short: Univer
sity SCOPE of Friday, Decem
ber 13 was ALMOST perfect.
The heads stood neatly above
the stories and except for spots
of imperfection, the paper had
a nice appearance.
But (and there will always
be a "but" on press day) there
was one glaring mistake.
We checked through every
ptep of the production to find
the culprit. The University
Printing Service which has
been doing the typesetting
:ely is doing a beautiful job
and could not be blamed.
The eight sheets of layout
left the editorial in good shape.
Nothing wrong took place dur; the pasteup the night be
fore the press began humming.

University SCOPE, page 3

scope

Nor was the fault with Joe, the
cameraman. So we ruled him
out.
The culprit was found at the
top of production's long stair
way. After 36 hours at the
press fighting the "bugs" one
must encounter in a Web off
set press (some say for a year
or so), the press foreman
turned the plate half a turn, so
that the plate numbered 2, 3,
6 and 7 came out as 6, 7, 2, and
3.
That's why SCOPE appeared
with the pages in order of 1, 6,
7, 4, 5, 2, 3 and 8. And that's
why the readers didn't find the
continuation page at first try.
NOTICED CHANGE?

Our readers will have no
ticed a certain change in the
looks of SCOPE. We have a
better grade of paper, a "spe
cial edition news print". Its
higher brightness testifies to
gains in offset printing.
Marvin Gray, president of
Riverside County Publishing
Company
the printers of

University SCOPE, donated a
special book paper for 3000
copies of SCOPE three weeks
ago. He repeated this generous
gesture giving us bond paper
for a similar batch of the hand
out copies. In light of this, the
reversed pages don't look near
ly so bad . . .
ON SUBJECT OF ART

Speaking of Marvin Gray
(longtime renowned editor,
writer and publisher), his edi
torials make the reading of his
Arlington Times and two other,
publications a real pleasure.
A week ago he sharpened
his wit against certain trends
in modern art and writing.
We heartily endorse his re
sentment against foolishness
in art and in the beatnik
poetry that has permeated
writing these days.
But we would like to solicit
the opinion of our readers
about modern art and today's
style of writing. Is all modern
art for the birds and latter day
trends in writing abominable?
How do we explain to our chil
dren what is clean and what is
filthy . . . good and bad?
In the first issue of 1964 the
editor of Book Talk, Alice E.
Gregg, will provide a study of
beatnik poetry and modern art.
Meanwhile we quote Mr. Gray:
TOO LATE???

Since the nation is current
ly going through an agonizing
re-appraisal of itself, we think
it might be a good idea to con
sider the state of aesthetic
chaos in the artistic world.
In the field of painting, the
school of the non-objective
dominates the galleries. Nonobjective art makes no pre
tense at trying to communicate
recognizable visual images to
the public with which the art

ist is expected to establish a
rapport. The canvas splashes
grotesque combinations of col
ors that are alleged to lay bare
the artist's psyche.
In fact, the majority of this
art is not only unintelligible
but ugly as well. Because this
is what the gallery owners
have told the wealthy is a good
investment and a hedge against
inflation, it has become a curi
ous combination of the ills
which have befallen us
affin
ity to a declared form prima
rily for money, the squander
ing of otherwise talented re-1
sources on virtually total de-.
lusion, a breakdown of com
munication among our fellow
men, change for the sake of
change and the diminished
value placed upon beauty.
In the field of drama, the
play which has received the
most astounding notices
its
playwriter is considered to be
perhaps the greatest dramatist
this country has ever produced
is called "Who's Afraid of
Virginia Wolf?" It has just
completed a highly successful
road show run in Los Angeles.
It develops a squalid struggle
for advancement and carries a
"message" about adjusting to
reality. It has been employed
with less vulgarity by numer
ous, talented dramatists in
years gone by, including Eugene
O'Neill who may, according to
some critics, be less talented
than this bright, new arrival on
the American stage.
The insight into this all-night
University party lasts for over
three, frantic hours. The cuss
ing and the brawling is so
wearing on the actors that the
cast must be changed when the
show is given twice in a day.
There are people like these in
our unhappy and maladjusted

world but we try to avoid their
company for the simple reason
that they bore us and it seeras
a shame to be trapped with
their company on the stage in
the name of great drama. But
this is evidently what our civil
ization demands of us these
days.
Returning from the theatre,
we encountered an elaborate,
profusely illustrated 8-page
magazine article about an art
ist-writer named Clay Spohn,
one of the avant-guard darlings
in our free democracy. The
ecstatic authoress swoons over
his insight and quotes a poem
he wrote in 1947 entitled "The
Song of Life". It sounds like
Jonathan Winters until one ar
rives at the alarming realiza
tion that all these people are
really serious.
"Song of Life"
Too soon, too late
Too soon, to late.
Too late, too soon
Too late, too soon.
Too late, too soon
Too soon, too late
Too late,
Too late,
Too late!
The account concludes with
Mr. Spohn's critical reflections
today. "It has just occurred
to me as an after thought," this
maturing genius confesses,
"why should I make this verse
so negative? Why should it
not read just the reverse and
end with:
Too soon,
Too soon,
Too soon!"
We think Mr. Spohn was
right the first time, excepting
for just one punctuation mark.
His poem should end not with
an exclamation point but a
question, like this:
Too Late?
Too Late??
Too Late???

To be Named 'School of Medical Evangelists'

Church Division to Operate LLU's
Tanganyikan School, Model Village
The Southern African Divi
sion of the Seventh-day Adventist Church has assumed
administration of the health
«ducation program in Tangan-.
yika formerly directed by the
University. Announcement of
the change was made in Loma
Linda last week by Saleem A.
Farag, PhD, assistant director
of the Division of Public Health
and Tropical Medicine.
Dr. Farag told a University
Church group last Friday that
the Division's research and as
sistance program at Heri Mis
sion Hospital in Tanganyika
has gained wide support among
mission and government offi
cials in East Africa. About 20
Loma Linda University person
nel were active in its establish
ment and operation, he said.
New School Organized

Several African units of the
church will join the Tangan
yika Union in support and use
of the training center at Heri,
Dr. Farag disclosed. He said
the program will operate under
the name "School of Medical
Evangelists."
The foundation for the new
health-education project was
laid after personnel of the Di
vision of Public Health and
Tropical Medicine conducted a
survey of health conditions
among the Waha, an African
tribe living in the mountains
east of Lake. Tanganyika.
Studies of parasitologica?., nu
tritional and anthropological
data led to development of a
program to train Africans for
elementary health education
teaching among their own people.
The program was launched
by the University, in coopera
tion with church officials in
Africa, in 1957.
Africans from many tribes
came with their families and
built a model village under the
guidance of their teachers.
There they learned and demon
strated principles of healthful
living, gaining a basic knowl
edge of sanitation, nutrition,
agriculture, home building and
community leadership.
Training Teachers

Nationals who complete the
program are qualified to lead
the people in their home dis
tricts in community develop
ment and to initiate public
health and preventive medicine
programs among their own
people. In matters above the
elementary level of health
knowledge they have attained,
they are advised by mission
physicians in the area.
According to Dr. Farag the
African tribespeople accept
health teaching most readily if
it is presented by fellow Afri
cans. Natural provision for
good nutrition is apparent in
the hill country's agriculture,
he says, and only guidance is
necessary to lead the Waha to
good health practices.
Officials of 'the church divi
sion have repeatedly praised the
University program for its ef
fective training of Africans who
have had little or no previous
exposure to health principles.

on the
SYMBOLIC OF THE NEW SCHOOL OF MEDICAL EVANGELISTS in Tanganyika is the model village
campus where sanitary houses have been built.

University's Kalindha Club
Presents Christmas Surprise
Clothes, food and toys for "a
needy and deserving family"
were given by girls of the Ka
lindha Club rather than having
a gift exchange among them
selves for Christmas this year.
The fatherless family, whose
name was given to the club by
Wanda Merrill, a public health
nurse, was also treated to sup
per in the cafeteria December
15.
Two nights were spent by
the girls caroling and collect
ing food for the family. They
gathered two trunk loads of
supplies which were taken to
the family's home in San BerThree cars were
nardino.
needed to deliver all the food
and gifts.

Dr. Wood Speaks
To High School
Robert D. Wood, MD, a 1962
School of Medicine alumnus,
spoke on the subject of x-ray
spectroscopy to the Redlands
Senior High School physics
club December 4. The meeting
was the fourth this year for
the club, which meets on al
ternate Tuesday evenings at
the high school.
University SCOPE, page 4

CATTLE, LAUNDRY WOMEN and children at play
pollute the water among the Waha people and add to the
many health hazards that have plagued the African com
munities. Health education will lead to protection and
conservation of water supplies.

Says De Etta Eisenman, club
president, "The three boys and
two girls, ages 1 month to 4%
years, were delighted with all
the gifts presented to them by
Santa Claus (Elizabeth Rogers,
PT'64), Mrs. Santa (Carol Roesel, SN'66) and Santa's helper
(Connie Jones, DH'64).
"Tears of joy came to the
mother's eyes as she thanked
Us over and over for being so
kind. She remarked, 'Someday
I should like to be a nurse.' "
For the club's Christmas
party, the girls went to Dan

iels Hall, the men's dormitory,
for a serenade of Christmas
carols.
Upon returning to Kate Lindsay Hall, members were pre
sented with a bicycle built for
two from Dean Betty Meisler.
A set of ovenware was given
to Esther Sonnenberg and Hel
en Menkel, both assistant
deans, and Mrs. Meisler by the
girls.
gifts
elephant"
"White
brought by members as a pass
to the party were distributed
and refreshments served.

Class Passes
Registry Exam
The class of 1963 in the radiologic technology curriculum
has passed the American Reg
istry of Radiologic Technol
ogists Examination, according
to Ivor C. Woodward, educa
tional director of the curric
ulum.
Members of the class are
Lynda J. Byers, Waltraut U.
Helminski, Samuel R. G. Romulo and C. Warren Parrott.
Another examination offered
for the first time in radio iso
topes was passed by Parrot and
Lewis Schmidt, head techni
cian in nuclear medicine at the
White Memorial Hospital.

fou <& JHerrg (Christmas ...

Meditation on God's Gift this Yuletide
By CARROL MILLS

Well, here it is with only a
few days left to do the last
minute Christmas shopping,
bake the cookies, make the
candy and wrap the gifts. Only
a few more days until you can
stop holding your breath every
time Junior opens the door to
the closet where you have his
biggest present hidden. Only a
few more days but meanwhile
the feverish rush continues.
It seems such a short time
ago that the Christmas season
was opened officially in Loma
Linda by the tree lighting cere
mony sponsored by the Busi
ness and Professional Women
at the business center. And
Santa came riding magnificent
ly in on a fire truck with candy
canes for the children. It
seemed just a little bit early
then, but you joined in the car
oling with the rest who had
turned out.
Maybe you're one of those
who has looked out the win
dow at the palm trees, the
bright sunlight, thought of the
snow "back home," and shook
your head, thinking it can't
really be Christmas time.
Then each time you went to
San Bernardino or Redlands
the crowds seemed a little
thicker, the street decorations
glittered for blocks, the faith
ful Salvation Army solicitors
were there, recorded carols
filled the air, a tired trio blew
a somewhat discordant "Si
lent Night" on brass instru
ments as closing hour drew
near and you conceded. It
really was the Christmas sea
son.

THE MISSION HOSPITAL at Heri is the hub for a
widening sphere of influence by Seventh-day Adventist
missionaries as acute and longe-range health needs are
met.

PROMPT ACTION
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
Advice To Taxpayers from
Development Office

Quiet Christmas!

Back on campus, you began
to notice the signs of Christ
mas, less blatant and more
pleasant, to be sure. Christmas
trees of all descriptions began
to spring up. Students in the
School of Dentistry clinic
worked to the tune of carols
that floated gently through the
halls.
At the Printing Service you
heard Florence Burnett men
tion mixing up a huge batch of
fudge to serve at the depart
ment party. About 50 would
be meeting at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Overton in
Reche Canyon, she said, and
they were anticipating a lot of
fun.
It was typical of talk all
over the campus about depart
mental parties. Calls for reser
vations of the Santa Claus suit
were flooding the housekeep
ing department at the Loma
Linda Sanitarium and Hospi
tal.
Calls .were coming in at the
hospital, too, from groups which
wanted to bring the Christmas
atmosphere inside for the pa
tients. Students who toured the
halls singing carols led by Beverly Steele, SN'64, were just
one of the groups asking for
the privilege.
The dietary service was plan
ning a special menu and tray
favors for patients who-will be
in the hospital on Christmas
Day, though the volume is usu-j
ally at its low point at this
time of year.
Gifts and a party were
brought to children in pedia
trics by a Redlands hardware
company.

THIS HA WOMAN DEPENDS on her ornamental body
scars and jewelry to protect her from disease. The health
demonstration village at Heri Mission is showing her a
better way.

But amid the whirl of exciting
activity, hopefully, you are one
who has been able to take some
time -out in order to go be
neath the veneer that so often
succeeds in shutting out the
true meaning of the season.

Perhaps you have visit
ed the University or Hill
churches and heard the ex
ultant strains of Handel's
"Messiah" . . . have gazed
up from the campus to the
lights decking hill homes
to the south or down to
the hundreds of lights set-
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CHILDREN LIVE AND EAT in indescribable filth. Flies
are everywhere and no effort is made to brush them
from eyes or mouth. Food is unprotected and utensils
inadequately cleaned.
ting the valley aglitter . . .
have admired the soaring
mountain pines . . . have
been awed by the beauty
of the heavens on a clear

night . . . have meditated
on the gift of God which
the season commemorates
. . . have felt the blanket
of peace settle on your
heart . . .

Recent developments in Washington appear to
?confirm the belief of leading financial counselors
that personal income taxes will be significantly
lowered next year.
This tax reduction,, .regarded^ as a certainly by
most political and economic forecasters, should
be considered in your financial planning for the
^jUmwywr IUM* ""Witling* University investment '
counselors advise.
Unless your income rises drastically in 1964,
when the first stage of the proposed-tax reduc
tion will become effect lye, you will find yourself
in a lower tax bracket next year.
If you and your spouse now file together and
are in the 47 per cent bracket, for instance, next
year you may expect to be in the 41 per cent
bracket.
To beleaguered taxpayers this relief may be
seen as a blessing in itself. However, according
to the University counselors, maximum advan
tage of the tax law changes may be had only
if you make certain deductible expenditures be
fore January 1.
It will be to your considerable financial ad
vantage to accelerate to 1963 items such as in
terest payments, business losses and charitable
contributions that you may have planned to take
as deductions in the coming year.
Likewise taxable income, wherever possible,
might profitably be postponed unti after Janu
ary 1 when it will fall under the reduced assess
ment by Uncle Sam.
Giving $1000 to an approved religious or edu
cational institution, for example, will afford you
greater tax relief in 1963 than in 1964. In a
typical case where income and deductions are
constant for the two years the gift would effect
a tax reduction of $470 if made before January 1,
and would save only $410 in taxes after that
date.
Consulting with a financial representative,
of Loma Linda University may show you
ways to have even more tax money by one
of several investment plans now offered by
the University. By arranging a free conference with the University development of
ficer in your area in time to act on his ad
vice before January 1 you may realize sav
ings on your 1963 tax returns that wfll never
again be possible.
Should you decide to take advantage of one
of the tax-sheltered investment plans available
through the University, the resulting tax saving
would afford you the double satisfaction of hav
ing contributed materially to Christian higher
education.

PLACEMENT
This column is open to
Loma Linda students and
alumni wishing placement
free of charge. Such an
nouncements will be run in
two consecutive issues, then
every other week until they
have appeared four times.
This may be repeated upon
written request for same.
Special rates are available
to students and alumni wish
ing to use the classified sec
tion for placement purposes.
Openings for personnel
will be listed two times free
in this column. The classi
fied section is open for cov
erage beyond this. (See
classified section for rates.)

Opportunities Overseas
Dentists, General Practice
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
Libya, BENGHAZI
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
Pakistan, KARACHI_____

Dietitians
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
Libya, BENGHAZI: Dietitiaiwlirector ot tood service________

ST. JOSEPH: Established prac
tice 17 years, with or without
crick bungalow of
equipmentfice, 8 years old. With physician
in rental space on Lake Michi
gan, 12 miles from Andrews University church and school____
nDETROIT? AssoEiate!To take
over practice within two years
CAMDEN: Community construct
ing new medical-dental profession
al building. New physician there
now_____________________________
ROYAL OAK: Rent or sale. Ac
tive 11 year practice in suburb of
Detroit. Present dentist employs
one full time assistant and half
time hygienist. 600 sq. ft. of
fice space. Two modern fullyequipped operating room, recep
tion room, business area, private
new medical-dental professional
office and laboratory________
TEXAS
SAVOY: Closest dentist is 14
miles. Appointments filled three
months in advance__________
ONTARIO
NIAGARA FALLS: No SDA dentlsts___________________
HAMILTON: Large industrial
center. Seaboard city________
TORONTO: Two LLU graduates
located here. Very busy______
KINGSTON: University city on
Lake Ontario________________
NEBRASKA
IMPERIAL: Has had two den
tists. One became ill, closed the
office, the other gone into mili
tary service. One in nearest area
now retiring______________
TEXAS
SANTA ANNA: Texas conference
sponsored community medical
clinic___________________
ILLINOIS
GREENFIELD: No dentist. Dark
county_______________________

Nurses

Dietitians

INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
Trinidad, PORT-OF-SPAIN: Hospital__________________
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
Ethiopia, ADDIS ABABA: Nursematron, nurse-teacher__________
Ethiopia, GIMBIE_____________
Ethiopia, KUYERA: Nurse-teacher_______________________
Nigeria, ILE-IFE: Director of
nursing service.

IDAHO
TWIN FALLS: In 140-bed convalescent hospital-nursing home

SOUTHERN AFRICAN DIVISION
___

Katanga, SONGA_________
Nyasaland. BLANTYRE: Clinic
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
Pakistan, KARACHI: Instructor.
B. S. degree required
India, NUZVID: Giffard Memorial Hospital_______________

1

Health Educator
CALIFORNIA
YUBA CITY: Sutter-Yuba Health
Department. Masters degree in
Public Health required________

Medical Technologists

Physical Therapists

CALIFORNIA
MADERA: In Madera County
hospital__________________
CRESCENT CITYl Non-licensed
technician (medical assistant).
Woman desired who can do rou
tine blood work, urinalysis exams
and tests, also x-ray work. Some
relief work at the desk__________

MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
Libya. BENGHAZI___________

Nurses

Physicians, General Practice

CALIFORNIA
YUBA CITY: Sutter-Yuba Health
Department.______________
IDAHO
TWIN FALLS: In 140-bed con
valescent hospital-nursing home.
Supervisory________________
IOWA
DENISON: Director of nursing
service. Previous experience in
supervisory capacity or as director necessary______________
MAINE
BRUNSWICK. Parkview Memorial hospital_______________________
FLORIDA
PALATKA: Putnam Memorial
Hospital. Director ot nursing

DIVISION
TNTER-AMERICAN GEORGET
OWN.

British Guiana,
Davis Memorial Hospital______
Trinidad, Reliet doctor
NORTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION
Leper work_______________
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
East Pakistan, GOPALGANJ
India. RANCHI____________

Physicians, Specialists
FAR EASTERN DIVISION
Japan, TOKYO: Internist______
Philippines, MANILA: Internist
State of Singapore, SINGAPORE?
Internist July 1964. Surgeon
July 1965. Both qualified.
Thailand, BANGKOK: Radiologist________________________
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
Puerto Rico, MAYAGUEZ: Bella
Vista Hospital. Woman. OB-GYN
Trinidad, PORT-OF-SPAIN: Radiologist_______________________
Puerto Rico, MAYAGUEZ: Selfsupporting neuro-surgeon, also
self-supporting orthopedist
Trinidad, PORT-OF-SPAIN: Sur
geon, Radiologist. British qualifled______________________
SOUTH AMERICAN DIVISION
Brazil, RIO DE JANEIRO; Rio
hospital. Pathologist________
Peru, LIMA- Good Hope Clinic.
Surgeon__________________

Physical Therapists
COLORADO
Registered, Male.
BOULDER.
Working department head for ac
tive and growing physical ther
apy department. Must be able
to organize and direct three other
licensed and/or registered physi
cal therapists plus other personnel_______________________
MICHIGAN
LAKE ORION: Would rotate in
mission service with present theraplst____________________
CALIFORNIA
STOCKTON: Registered. Needed
for large state hospital. Excel
lent working conditions

Physicians, General Practice

Dentists, General Practice

MICHIGAN
POTTERSVILLE: Present phy
sician extremely busy is 65. Building will be constructed______
BUCHANAN? Established physlcian desires GP to take over his
practice. Practice available for
cost of equipment plus lease
agreement________________
LAKE ORION: Practicing physicians rotate in the mission field.
Would like two men__________

MANITOBA
WINNIPEG: Associate In modern
well-equipped clinic___________
MICHIGAN
LAKE ORION: Dental opportu
nity to rent suite in medical
clinic

VERMONT
SPRINGFIELD: Physician wishes
to retire and will help a new
physician to get start. His prac
tice is In Charleston, New Hamp
shire, adjacent to Springfield,
Vermont. May locate In either
place

Opportunities, N. America
Dental Assistants
CALIFORNIA
LOMA LINDA area: Experienced

President Johnson Says
Thanks for LLU Message
University President Godfrey
T. Anderson last week received
from the White House acknowl
edgement of a message sent to
the new President of the Uni
ted States shortly after his ac
cession.
"Mrs. Johnson and I ac
knowledge with deep appreciaUniversity SCOPE, page G

tion your "thoughtful expres
sion of personal interest and
confidence during the hours of
sorrow after the death of Pre
sident John Fitzfierald Ken
nedy. We will cherish your
prayers and support in the
days ahead,' 'reads the mes
sage signed by President John
son.
The telegram sent by Dr.
Anderson on behalf of the Uni

CALIFORNIA
NORTH HOLLYWOOD: Practice
of physician who is going overseas available______________
FLORIDA
ORLANDO: In suburb. Forest
City Shopping area. Near acad
emy. Seven miles to Florida Sani
tarium. Offices fully equipped if
desired.________________________
ONTARIO
NIAGARA FALLS: Two new hospitals. No SDA physician______
KINGSTON? University city on
Lake Ontario_______________
OTTAWA: No SDA physician
TORONTO: Urgent need. Sight
of North York Branson Hospital
Must increase SDA medical staff.
Expanding from 160- to 510-bed
hospital including psychiatric unit
HAMILTON: Large industrial
center. Very adequate hospital
facilities. Seaboard city. Eleven
grade church school___________
WASHINGTON
GRAND COULEE area: Office
space in new hospital________
CALIFORNIA
SAN FRANCISCO: To take over
active practice_____________
TEXAS
SANTA ANNA: Two GP's needed
in Texas conference sponsored
community medical center_____
ILLINOIS
GREENFIELD: New hospital,
has never opened awaiting medical staff_________________
SHERIDAN: Small town rural
community. Has supported two
GP's, now there is none. New
medical building right in town

INGATHERING IN Grand Terrace the evening of De
cember 15 were several sophomores in the School of
Medicine. Shown are (l.r) Barbara E. Suelzle, E. Charles
Hackett, Jo Ella Barnard, Janice K. Hackett, Robert A.
Reiswig and Richard G. Ruhling. They were accompanied
by Walter H. B. Roberts, MD, associate professor of anat
omy.
NURSING

CARE

Physicians, Locum Tenens
CALIFORNIA_________________
PACOIMA: General and OB for
month of May 1964

Physicians, Specialists
SURGEON: Lake Orion, Michi
gan. Specialty practice of surgery and trauma with clinic
"INTERNIST: Lake Orion, Mlchigan. Internist needed to treat
referrals from general
patients
practice group_____________
"SURGEON! Domphan, Missouri.
No surgeon in area____________
INTERNIST: Greenville, South
Carolina. To associate in very
fine set-up________________
"INTERNIST: Texas Conference
sponsored community medical
center___________________
INTERNIST: Waverly, New York.
Hospital will offer office space to
new man. Present internist will
help. Private practice with guarantee.___________________
~EENT: Palatka, Florida. At
Putnam Memorial Hospital
UROLOGIST: Palatka, Florida.
At Putnam Memorial Hospital
INTERNIST: Eugene, Oregon.
In medical-dental clinic

Personnel Seeking Positions
Dentists, General Practice
1. Solo In northern or central
California

Nurses
1. School nurse in Seventh-day Adventist school or college in Loma
Linda or La Sierra__________

Medical Technologist
il SDA operated medical clinic
or physician's office or small hos
pital in suburban or rural area
in California. Wishes SDA church
and church school._____________

Physicians, Specialists
1. Thoracic surgeon. California
or Iowa
2. Anesthesiologist opportunities
in California, Arizona, Oregon or
Colorado
3. Internist opportunities in the
coastal areas ot California____

Radiologic Technologist
1. With SDA hospital, clinic or
group. Registered. Does some
routine lab. Can furnish refer
ences

Additional listings not in
cluded in this column this
week available upon request.
Please specify area of inter
est. Contact Loma Linda
Placement Service, Loma
Linda, California. Telephone
Los Angeles area code 213.
269-7241 Ext. 211, 212.

versity read "The faculty and
students of Loma Linda Uni
versity pledge you their sup
port and wish you God's guid
ance and blessing as you as
sume the Presidency of our
Nation."

FOR

SALE

Brand new duplex, Carpeted,
draped. Patio. Plenty of stor
age. Call 796-9236 (11244 Bell
Air).

NURSE WITH 17 YEARS OF
HOSPITAL experience can
take patient in private home,
Loma Linda. Vegetarian. En
joys giving personal service.
Write 'Nurse' c/o University
SCOPE, Loma Linda, Calif.

TRAVEL

NOTES

SDA TOTJK OF BIBLE LANDS

and Europe at amazingly low
cost. April departure led by ex
perienced Adventist tour lead
er. Only $1198.00 all inclusive,
first class. For free itinerary
write Adventist Tour, c/o Lindblad Travel, Inc., 1 East 53rd
Street, New York 22, N.Y.

FOR

SALE

FOR SALE: 4-door hardtop
'55 Buick special; radio, heat
er, whitewalls. Needs some
work; priced for quick sale.
Call Loma Linda 796-0161, ext.
251, or Riverside 684-9700. Or
write SCOPE.
FOR SALE: Tabletop white
Gaffers and Sattler 4-burner
(2 left, 2 right) range; over,
broiler, storage compartment.
In good condition. $40. Call
Loma Linda, 796-0161, ext. 251,
or Riverside 684-9700. Or write
SCOPE.

Dr. L Baum
Speaks to NY
Meet; on Air
An essay on "The Use of
Powdered Gold in Restorative
Dentistry" was presented by
Lloyd Baum, DMD, associate
professor of restorative dentis
try, on December 4 at the an
nual meeting of the Greater
New York State Dental Asso
ciation.
His presentation on a new
gold filling material developed
at Loma Linda University in
the department of restorative
dentistry was featured the fol
lowing evening on New York'
television Channel 7.
The New York World and
Sun-Telegram also ran an arti
cle on Dr. Baum and his talk.
On December 6 he presented
the clinical and technical as
pects of powdered gold to den
tal contingents of the Army,
Navy and Air Force at the
United States Naval Dental
School at the National Naval
Bethesda,
Center,
Medical
Maryland.
The clinical placement of
powdered gold for an anteriortooth was recorded on video
tape as part of a television
project which originates pro

grams for the "Intermedical
Television Network," a con
tinuous television network in
terlinking six governmental
medical centers.

60 Area
(Continued from page 1)
a desperate need for more hos
pital facilities in the area. He
said such an institution near
Loma Linda would be "a terri
fic boon to the community
an investment of some 20 mil
lion dollars, employing perhaps
2500 persons."
(A hospital construction au
thority reached for comment
told SCOPE that the $20-million cited as the probable invest
ment "would be extremely con
servative for a 1000-bed facility
such as they propose. With
variation for different design
features and intended uses, $30
million might be a closer esti
mate.")
Local Tax Factor Cited

Without the proposed hospi
tal, Mr. Chillington told the
veterans, local taxpayers can
expect an ever-increasing bur
den of hospitalizing at county
expense "the thousands of vet
erans who cannot afford pri
vate medical care" and who
are unwilling or unable to tra
vel to present Veterans Admin
istration facilities along the
Pacific coastline from Long
Beach northward.
Even now, he said, county
hospitals have difficulty trans
ferring veterans to overcrowded
federal facilities, and the prob
lems woll be "frightful" be
fore 1985 unless more federal
facilities are provided.
Despite the University's de
murring in the matter, Mr.
Chillington pictured the hospi
tal as a helpful adjunct to its
School of Medicine, and a bless
ing to the schools of nursing at
Loma Linda and in nearby
communities.
"City and county taxpayers
already have enough real estate taxes without assuming the
added burden of federal hos
pital responsibilities," said Al
Gallagher, a San Bernardino
American Legion leader. "But
already our county and state
hospitals are required to ab
sorb patients from the waiting
lists of veterans hospitals. We
pay the bill locally."
Action Follows Meeting

Subsequent to the Redlands
meeting the Yucaipa Barracks
897, Veterans of World War I,
dispatched letters supporting
the proposal to President John
son, Congressmen Harry R.
Sheppard and Pat Minor Mar
tin, Senators Thomas H. Kuchel
and Claire Engel and Veterans
Administration chief James
Gleason.
The letter, signed by Bar
racks Commander John L.
Soutter, concludes, "A veterans
hospital at Loma Linda would
fill a great need, and we solicit
your aid in obtaining federal
action toward erection of this
facility."

Social Event in
LA Reported;
LLU to Benefit

BoofcTotk
By ALICE E. GBEGG

Richard Armour's wife turned
to him on page 1$0 (the last
page) of THROUGH DARK
EST ADOLESCENCE (McGraw-Hill, 1963), with her eyes
misting slightly, and said,
"Don't you wish the children
were young again, just begin
ning their teens, and we could
go through those years all
over?"
"Her question touched me
deeply," the humorist records.
"I patted her tenderly and con
solingly on the shoulder. ThenI thought back over the years,
and a host of incidents crowd
ed my mind. A lump formed
in my throat. Finally I an
swered her question. 'No,' I
said.
Richard Armour (a teacher
of English at Scripps College
in Claremont) is an authority
on teen-agers by virtue of his
having been one himself once
and having watched his own
teen - age adolescents (a son
and daughter)
arid their in
credible friends for some lit
tle time.
The labyrinthian ways of
the adolescent mind are ex
plored by Armour, without
losing any of the color and at
mosphere, especially in areas
such as:
LANGUAGE:
"Pormesum
war," his son says (which is
"Pour me some water" in
English). Goan geddid. Youcan geddid swellas icansilly,"
his daughter replies in Teenese
(which is "Go on, get it. You
can get it as well as I can,
silly").
ACTIVITIES AROUND
THE HOUSE:
My teen-age daughter flops
and falls
And flips and slips and
slumps and sprawls
And twists and twines and
coils and loops
And writhes and jerks and
drapes and droops.
Is this a workout in the
gym?
Does she have fits? Is it a
whim?
No, don't be frightened,
please don't stare.
She's merely "sitting" in a
chair.
CONVERSATION:
"Infla
tion's already here, Dad," his
son says. "That's why I've
been telling you I need five
bucks a week more on my al
lowance."
CLOTHES:
Mostly
she
wears tennis shoes, but his
daughter "has footwear of
every conceivable type, and yet
around the house she goes
barefoot. Her first act, on en
tering the front door, is to
take off her shoes, which she
drops right there unless she
knows of another place where
they look worse."
THROUGH DARKEST ADO
LESCENCE is written mostly
for people who are not ado
lescents (parents of, teachers
of, older friends of, and those
who remember the days of).
It defines the symptoms of the
disease well and offers hope
for the most stubborn cases.
Besides, without Armour, some
aspects of life could be dull.

T-^JML-s;

* -' *

BOUND FOR ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia, a truckload of furniture and personal effects
of Gaylen W. Johnson, SM'62, are prepared for shipment to him. He recently left
Loma Linda to become a missionary in Ethiopia. Movers are Don Foreman (left)
and Roger Chrowl, employees of Turner Moving and Storage. Photo by Ellis Rich.

SM Professor Predicts Surgery
Will Advance Cure of Arthritics
Dramatic surgical break
throughs to help arthritis vic
tims may be expected within
the next few years, a Loma
Linda University School of
Medicine professor told the
Pan-Pacific Surgical Congress
recently. Vernon L. Nickel,
MD, clinical professor of or
thopedic surgery, made the
prediction in a panel presenta
tion at the convention in Hono
lulu.
Dr. Nickel expressed the be
lief that orthopedic surgeons
and rehabilitation team special
ists will take the lead in bring
ing about remarkable advances
in treating and relieving ar
thritis.

Among other observations
about arthritis from members
of the panel were:
* The disease affects bones

*
*

*

*

and cartilage in the joints,
striking persons in any age
group.
More females than males
are afflicted.
There appear to be specific
causes for some forms of
arthritis, but the causes
defy detection in most
cases.
Treatment methods include
surgery, medication and
prescribed rehabilitative ex
ercises,
with
promising
work now being done in
joint reconstruction using
synthetic grafts to replace
destroyed tissue.
Common-sense health prac
tices, such as proper rest,
exercises and balanced diet,
should be followed by arthritics. Activities such as
washing dishes combining

mild exercise with exposure
to hot and cold water are
especially beneficial in help
ing to mobilize stiffened
joints.
* Massive dosage with steroid
drugs, a preferred treat
ment several years ago, has
given way to more selective
use of the potent steroids
in combination with com
mon aspirin tablets, effec
tive in relieving arthritic
pain.
Dr. Nickel, on the Univer
sity faculty since 1951, is na
tionally recognized for his
work in developing mechanical
devices that help handicapped
persons
employ
paralyzed
hands, feet and fingers in use
ful activities. He lives in Downey and serves on the ortho
pedic staffs of several southern
California hospitals.
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Cafeteria to Serve
Xmas Smorgasbord
A smorgasbord will be served
in the Loma Linda Cafeteria
December 22, and January 1
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.,
according to Nola Bowen, food
service supervisor.
A new type of service in
which there will be no lines,
but rather a station for each
type of food will be in oper
ation in order to eliminate the
long lines encountered at the
Thanksgiving smorgasbord.
Anyone using separate plates
for hot and cold foods will be
charged for each plate. How
ever, parents with children un
der six may take an empty
plate and divide their food,
being charged for only one
plate.
A charge of $1 will be made
for each plate, which may be
refilled with salads and vege
tables as many times as is de
sired.

LLPark
(Continued from page 1)
Van E. Unger, service area
director, stressed the park is
only in the exploratory stage.
He said first steps would be
confirmation of the sources of
funds.
Two Fund Sources

Century Club
Elects Officers
A nominating committee tC
elect officers and a director for
the coming term was chosen at
a meeting of the Century Club
recently at the Mission Inn,
Riverside, California.
Members of the committee
are: Chairman, Gerald A. Mitchell, professor of oral medi
cine; Louis M. Bishop, SD'58,
instructor in restorative den
tistry; Melvin R. Lund, asso
ciate professor of restorative
dentistry; Dawson E. Ostoich,
instructor in restorative den
tistry; and Robert J. Peshek,
SD'61.
Plans also were made for
club participation at the School
of Dentistry Alumni-Student
Convention February 19 - 23,
1964.

Loma
Linda
University
School of Medicine is to be a
recipient of proceeds from the
Poinsettia Ball, annual social
event sponsored by district one
of the Women's Auxiliary to
the Los Angeles County Medi
cal Association, as reported
earlier in University SCOPE.
The ball this year was in the
Beverly Wilshire Hotel last
Saturday evening, with pro
ceeds promised for division be
tween the Loma Linda and
University of Southern Cali
fornia medical schools.
Arrangements for the bene
fit event were under the direc
tion of Mrs. Frederick Turnbull, chairman, assisted by
Mrs. Irvin Zeavin, president,
and Mesdames Edward A.
Kirz, Harry Brodsky, Otto J.
Newfield, Charles G. Hunter,
Fay H. Falconer, Robert A.
Kennedy, Eugene F. Hoffman,
William L. Alien, Sol Rome, F.
LeGrand Noyes, Henry M. Cuneo, Henry L. Harris, Harry D.
Blunden, Richard D. Hobgood,
Walter R. Tupper, John Mor
gan.

FOOD, CLOTHING AND TOYS collected by the Teen Pathfinders are ready for
the trip to Mexicali where they win ioe aismomeu to needy ramiiies. Teens snown
with their leader are (l.r.): Louie Dale, Roberta Franklin, Louis M. Behrends,
leader; Marlene Brown and George Groth.

Pakistan Citizen Chooses WMH
For Open-Heart Operation in US
A citizen of Pakistan, Am- ciate professor of surgery and
manullah Khan, arrived in Los leader of the heart team.
Angeles last week to undergo The team made a State Desurgery for a heart defect by partment-sponsored tour of
the Loma Linda University four Asian countries last sumopen-heart surgery team at tne mer where it performed nuWhite Memorial Hospital near merous heart operations, but bethe end of this month.
cause of a crowded schedule in
Khan, about 35, and his wife Pakistan, could not accommowill be house guests of Ells- date Khan at that time,
worth E. Wareham, MD, asso- The father of three and road

builder for the state of Swat
in northern Pakistan, he might
have had surgery elsewhere in
the United States or in any of
several European countries
where open-heart procedures
are regularly done, but chose
to have the operation per
formed by the same team that
saved the lives of dozens of his
countrymen, he says.

Mr. Dangermond has told
Chamber directors cost of the
park
estimates for which
have not been made
might
be paid from state and federal
funds.
He said Davis-Grunsky funds,
administered by the state De
partment of Water Resources,
might finance 50 per cent of
the cost of the land acquisition
and lake construction. The
park would meet the bill's re
quirements in that the funds
would be used for a local water
conservation
project,
even
though its major function
would be recreation, he said.
The other 50 per cent might
come from the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, which
pays for construction of lakes
and installation of trees and
grass if the lands are taken
out of agriculture and put into
recreation, Mr. Dangermond
said.
Some Local Costs

Costs which would have to
be borne by the tax district
would include installation of
an irrigation system and park
maintenance after its comple
tion.
The lake could utilize re
claimed irrigation water and
treated sewage effluent, it has
been suggested.
Chamber directors have vari
ously urged caution, gradual
development and all-out, fullspeed, effort.
Said one director, "Ten years
from now we may be sorry if
we don't act now."

School of Medicine, Graduate School Roster
SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE
CLASS OF .1964

Edward C. Allred, Bruce N.
Anderson, JoElla M. Anderson, Nicola S. Ashton, Choong
H. Baick, B. Wayne Beaton,
Robert E. Bond, Wayne R.
Boyd, Emma L. Bryant.
Donald L. Bunch, Albert B.
Butler IV, Vernon C. Butler,
George D. Chen, Chris Christensen, Wilson M. Cole, James
E. Crosby, Ben E. Crouse.
Hubert A. Dame, Loren L.
Denier, John EUoway, Delmer
D. Fjarli, Robert P. Freed,
William M. GaskiU, Klause
Gierth, Thomas L. Grubbs,
Frances Z. Gutierrez, James C.
Habenicht.
Young I. Hahn, Elmer A.
Hankins III, Curtis N. Harris,
Leonard L. Harris, Gene A.
Harvey, Kenneth P. Head,
Leonard H. Heffner, Lawrence
H. Hess, John E. Hodgkin.
Jonathan W. Hughes Jr.,
Clyde M. Ikuta, Robert L. Jensen, Curtis I. Johnson, Elmer
M. Jordan, Leland M. Kahler,
Kenneth L. Kelln, Walter Konstanzer.
Richard F. Kronner, Waldemar Kutzner, Darrell W. Lang,
Richard C. Larsen, Robert J.
Latta, Leslie H. Lee, Mun F.
Lee, Yolanda P. Leon, Ronald
'E. Lightbourne.
John W. Mace, Reginald G.
Madden, Larry N. Magnussen,
Wellington O. Manullang, K.
Marlin Mathiesen Jr., M. Thom
as Matthews, Patrick G. McCaffery, Alien A. McDonald Jr.,
Donald R. Miller, Theodore R.
Miller.
Donald E. Mitzelfelt, Rich
ard L. Neil, N. Calmar Z. Nielsen, Carter Noland, Richard L.
Norman, Michael J. Odell,
Warren E. Parmelee, Roland L.
Phillips, Marvin A. Piper, Lassia Z. Radomsky, Gwendolyn L.
S. G. Rothman, Roy L. Sasser
Jr., Jerry L. Schull.
J. Alvin E. Shannon, John L.
Shaw, Michael Siaw, John B.
Slayback, Norman C. Sooy, Da
vid A. Stout, Richard R. Swena, Stcven G. Tarangle, Emmett L. Tetz.
H. Horst Thiele, Griffith L.
Thomas, James A. Thomas,
Milford E. Thomas, Joseph R.
'Ihompson, James L. Thomson,
John L. Tilstra, Douglas F.
Wacker.
Willard G. Wagner, Wilfred
D. Wells, Gordon A. Wheeler,
J. Wilson White, Robert Wielt,
Audrey R. Wilson, Gustavus B!
Youngbcrg, Charlotte C. L. H.
Zane.
CLASS OF 1965

Ralph W. Alien, James E.
Anderson, Arthur J. Arner,
David M. Bee, Charles L. Bensonhaver, Duane S. Bietz. Jerald N. Bisel, Andrew S. Boskind, John E. Bottsford Jr.,
Gerrit Brouwer, Donald B.
Brown.
Robert N. Brown, Harold E.
Burden, Edward J. Castner,
Samuel M. Chen, Philip T.
Ching, Theodore W. Y. Chung,
Rodney R. Cornelsen, R. Dean
Dietrich.
Charles L. Edwards, R. Michel Evard, Roland A. Ferguson, Vivian E. Fischer, Frank
lin S. Fowler Jr., Ronald O.
Franzke, Gary K. Frykman.
Glenn D. Garbutt, Julius M.
Garner, Norman R. Gay,
Chnrloo ti
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land, David E. Grayson, Lynn
F. Greenlee, Andrew L. Guzman, J. Andrew Hamlin.
D. Douglas Henning, David
D. Hollenbeck, Lawrence W.
Holmes, LaDon W. Homer,
Robert D. Huse, Robert M. Irwin, Dale M. Isaeff.
Donald R. Kellogg, Douglas
W. Kendall, C. Burton Keppler,
Daniel K. Kido, David V. Kon,
Gene L. Krishingner, Larry L.
Kroll, Dennis E. Leavelle, An
nie J. Lee, James M. Lilley,
David E. Love.
Donald L. Madison, Frank
H. McNiel, S. Alan Nakanishi,
Carolyn R. Nelson, Kathryn E.
Nelson, John A. Neufeld, Rolf
Nieman, Alexander J. Norzow,
Clive F. Possinger, J. Edson
Price Jr., Eleanor A. Randall.

Jon A. Reiswig, Leonard
C. Riley, Richard L. Rouhe,
Roy M. Rusch, William D.
Sandborn, Rodney K. Schultz,
Donald P. Sickler, Bud R. Siebenlist, Frederick V. Stong, Orville W. Swarner Jr., W. Rich
ard Toler.
Jesus M. Vega-Lopez, John
O. Wagner, Vernon P. Wagner,
David F. Walther, Carlyle D.
Welch, Mildred M. Werner,
Charles H. Wilkens, Wendel] E.
Willis, James L. Wolfsen, Melvyn T. L. Yeo.
CLASS OF 1966

Hermine R. Akrawi, M. Mike
Akrawi, Dennis K. Anderson,
Diana M. Ashley, Jo E. Barn
ard, Gladys M. Beddoe, Jerold
E. Beeve, Nora J. Bell, Owen
C. Bell, Sandra D. Bent.
Robert J. Berecz, James D.
Bowen, Burton A. Briggs, L.
Rudy Broomes, Edward P.
Brown, J. Ogbonna Chinwah,
R. Clifford Colson Jr., Darel E.
Courser, Michael A. Crane,
William E. Dalton, William R.
Davis, Donna C. Dunham, Dan
iel A. Ekkens, Gerald H. Ellison, H. Walter Emori.
William R. Ford, Joseph S.
Freitas Jr., Peggy J. Fritzsche,
Wilfred A. Geschke, Stanley A.
Giles, Frederick A. Griesman II,
James S. Grindley, E. Charles
Hackett, Janice K. Hackett,
Merlin L. Hamer, Marland A.
Hansen.
Melvin M. K. W. Hayashi,
Joseph F. Heitsch, Malcolm E.
Heppenstall, J. Thomas Hines,
James H. Holmes, Rita B. Hop
per, Rendel R. Houston, Marjorie E. Howard, Virgil M.
Hulse, Kenneth T. F. Ing.
Ronald P. Jensen, Marietta
J. Kaylor, Barry L. Kellogg,
Zane R. Kime, Gerald A. Kirk,
Gerald G. Krueger, Levy D.
Kuhn, Kenneth C. Lay.
George C. Lee Jr., E. Dale
LeTendre, C. Douglas Lord,
James C. Low, E. Joseph Lowe,
Bruce A. Mazat, Kenneth W.
Melashenko, Thomas S. Mitchell, Lester L. Mohr, Andrew M.
Morgan.
Neil D. Mullins, Robert W.
Nicora, Hermann K. Orlet,
Daniel M. Patchin, Finster L.
Paul, Morian J. Perry, Arnold
L. Petersen II, Lillian Phang,
Richard D. Price.
Robert A. Reiswig, Gary W.
Rheinschild, John L. Rombeau,
Richard G. Ruhling, Charles A.
Russell, Frederick C. Saunders,
Joya L. Schoen, Ray P. Seet,
Paul H. Shenk, Robert W. Shetler, Gary D. Shipman, Mary L.
Small, Douglas C. Smith, Wil
liam O. T. Smith, W. Theodor
Steudel, James Stokos, Walter
R. E. Strachan, F. Helmut
Stutz, Barbara E. Suelzle.
Raymond M. Takahashi, Don
ald C. Tan, Ruben S. Thorbus,
John H. Toh, John F. Vogt III,
Gerald H. Wade, Keith L. Wedin, Everard H. Williams, Lynn
E. Wilson, Douglas S. Wong,
Duane O. Ytredal, Roland C.
E. Zimmermann Jr.
CLASS OF 1967

Elvin E. Adams, Gerald L.
Alderson, James M. Anderson,
Michael D. Anderson, David W.
Bailey, Jay M. Beams, Gladys
M. Bennet, Clark Braman,
Merrilyn L. Brown, Ronald E.
Bush, William C. Buss, Ken
neth R. Case Jr., Donald J.
Chaney.
Robert M. Chew, Kenneth S.
K. Ching, John W. Cooper,
James J. Couperus, Merwyn M,
David

If

Jon A. Cutting, Louis L. Davis,
David Dee Jr., Thomas C. Den
mark, Herbert L. Domke, Wil
liam C. Eby, Carl B. Ermshar
Jr., A. Wilberth Gonzalez, F.
Karl Gregorius, Robert N.
Grosboll, Delwin D. Hadel, D.
Louise Hamlin, Gary H. Harding, Warren G. Harding III,
Owen S. Harris, Anton N. Hasso, Helgi Heidar, Robert K.
Henrichsen, Theodore M. Her
ring Jr., Finn Hestdalen, Jos
eph F. Homann, Arnold R.
Hudson Jr.
Vernon L. Hutchinson, Fitz
gerald H. Jenkins Jr., Jack W.
Johnson, F. Leland Jones, Dale
E. Kearbey, Gene H. Kendall,
Robert L. Kendall, Richard D.
Knauft, Melvin H. Lake, Mar
cus J. Lemley.

A PANEL IN A CLASS on Modern Trends discusses the pros and cons of pychotherapy and hypnotism. One of the questions dealt with was "What is the differ
ence between hypnotizing the mind or drugging it to gain a desired effect in treating
a person?" Members of the panel are (l.r.) Merrill Enright, lecturer in religion,
Cheryl Rhodes, SN'66, Shari Excell, SN'66, Jeanine Wolfsen, SN'66, Linda Fewell,
SN'66, Delwin D. Hadel, SM'67, and Judith Duffield, SN'66.
Lucille M. Loignon, Roland
E. Lonser, John H. Lowe III,
DarreU J. Ludders, Gerald W.
Marsa, O. Jerry Maynard,
Richard L. McDowell, John G.
McManus, Robert E. Moncrief,
John W. Mortensen.
Gerald B. Myers, David E.
Mysko, Kenneth R. Noel, Glenn
W. Owens, Jon K. Plummer,
Robert O. Rausch, Reo D. Reis
wig, David A. Schroeder, Sue
A. B. Servoss.
Richard L. Sheldon, Priscilla
A. Slagle, Elaine M. Smith,
John W. Smith, Janet L. SnowFi
Judy H. Sorensen, Henry D.'
Specht Jr., LaVon A. Squier,Walter E. Stilson, Barbara J.
Button, William E. Swan Jr.,
Helmer E. Swenson Jr., Glenn
D. Toppenberg.
Harnam S. Tulsi, Margaret
C. Washburn, Michael J. We
ber, Jack R. Whittaker, Yasutsugu Yanami.

GRADUATE
SCHOOL
Anatomy
Ralph E. Alway, Douglas M.
Grignon, Ivan E. Holm, Marvin
K. Mitchell, Paul J. Ruby, Wil
liam F. Smith, Julian C. Tsai.
Biochemistry

Linda A. Klingbeil, Ronald
A. White.
Biology

Peter W. Bishop, Gary L.
Bradley, Colin A. Campbell,
Dale L. Clayton, Anthony
G. Futcher, Duane F. Houck,
Elden A. James-Veitch, JohnE.
Lewis, Burney R. Neufeld, Don
ald W. Rigby, Clyde L. Roggenkamp, Robert D. Sjogren,
Jean E. Tassell.
Chemistry
Richard P. Rizzo.
Microbiology
-vcuM'j'
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L. Christian, Clare K. Kwan,
Norma W. Lee, Roy E. Olson,
G. Kenneth Peck, Alice M.
Rahn, John N. Sandness, Edith
G. Vernon, Douglas J. Wear.
Physiology

Hazel J. Berglund, Raymond
G. Hall Jr., Ruth C. Seet.
Dentistry
Val K. Artress, William S.
Aso, Carroll L. Bright, Nor
man C. Bunker, Robert L. Cole,
Ronald J. Fasano, Robert E.
French, Lloyd E. Gauntt, Vir
gil V. Heinrich, Ray M. Hymer,
Thomas L. Thompson, LeRoy
C. Trnavsky, David G. Web
ster.

Health Education

L. Norman Allred, Helton R.
Fisher, Elsa H. Gronbach, Lucile
B. Larabee, Elsa E. Lonergan,
Bettie R. Rich, Linda W. Ruh
ling, H. Esther Serra.
Nursing

Marlohn Balas, Colleen W.
Blair, Georgene T. Bond, Naomi Bullard, Malyce J. Bush, Jo
H. Butner, Nyrabelle F. Claque,
Vaneta M. Condon, Norma E.
Eldridge, K. Helen Emori, T.
Grace Emori, Katty J. Fenton,
Leola E. Gerrans, Edith L. GUIham, Verna J. Grey, Norma M.
Groome, Janice L. Hale, Mary
W. Harper, Elizabeth L. Hedrick, Lois V. C. Heppenstall,
Barbara L. Howe, Esther
Kandt, M. Lynelle King, Eva
M. Krohn, Delphia J. Ladner,
Theresa Maduram, Lois M.
Magnussen, Yvonne B. McDaniels, Violet G. Miller, L. Miri
am Moore, V. Pauline Neal,
Joan E. Noland, Shirley M.
Page, Mable P. Reynolds, Charleene W. Riffel, Clarice R.
Ringering, Shirley L. Rogers.
Harriet M. Sands, Susan S.
Sickler, Lawrence F. Slater,
Dorothy A. Spady, Sylvia S.
Tan, Bobbie S. Weber, Dorothy
W. Weeks, Bonnie B. Wilkens,
Lora M. Wood, Lida P. Yeo
man, Anna J. Yuhasz.
Nutrition and Dietetics

Marion C. Barnard, Daysi M.
Cunningham, Donna S. P.
Dang, Ruth M. Deming, Mari
an A. Fedak, Jessie M. Harper,
Kathleen G. Huff, Darlene I.
Manullang, Edith E. Rufer.
Dietetics Internship

Linda S. Baird, Patricia H.
Black, C. Malini Chetty, Sharon
L. Culpepper, Marlene C. Ellstrom, Peggy R. Greenley, Ro
ger R. Greenley, Philomine Y. C.
Hsu, Barbara M. Jemison, Verla J. Olson, Liwanag I. Reyes,
Clyde J. Sample, Shirley D.
Wettstein.
Pharmacology
Marvin A. Peters.
Religion
Cynthia E. Cooley, Evelyn G.
Dobson, Samuel D. Schmidt, J.
Timothy Work.
Speech
Laura M. Baron, Bruce F.
Brantingham, Matthew J. Digby, Rose Gatzke, Wilma R.
Gromer, Joyce M. Milyer, Mar
guerite P. Moore, Betty Zelman.
Special Students
Nola M. Bowen, Henry D.
Brodie, John L. Burchette,
Merilyn R. Chace, Alan Chap

pie, Leslie DeGuzman, Merrill
L. Enright, Elinor S. Fandrich,
Gladys M. Hurp, Margaret B.
Jackson, Agnes N. Johnson, E.
David Ladd, George Maeda,
June M. Ohashi, .-Albert Sanchez, Lovina B. Shavlik, CarrieL. Smith, Lou A. Strachan,
Martin R. Tarangle, AlmaTeel,
Genevieve J. Ubbink, Gloria
Valerio, Robert D. Wood, Paul
ine. A. Zempel.__________

Committee To Study
Recreation Plans
For LL University
The University swimming
pool now is available without
charge to faculty and adminis
trative personnel, including de
Sunday
heads,
partment
through Friday from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m., according to an ac
tion of a committee on recrea
tional facilities.
The committee also issued a
statement on recreational plans
for the University: "As an
educational institution with
major emphasis in the health
care fields, it is felt that much
more should be done in the
interest of physical fitness.
among students, faculty and
employees of the institution.
"It is recommended that we
look forward to the appoint
ment of a director for physical
fitness whose responsibility
would be the development of a
well-organized program for
recreational and exercise fa
cilities on the Loma Linda
campus.

La Sierra College
Offers Study Trip
To Latin America
A five-week study tour of 13
countries,
American
Latin
which will begin June 11, 1964,
and offers up to six hours of
college credit, is being planned
by La Sierra College for ap$yS9 per indivi
dual.
Graduate and undergraduate
credit for the tour, under the
direction of Grace Alvarez,
PhD, chairman of the Spanish
department at the coUege, will
be given in the following
courses: Principles of Linguis
tics, Latin American History,
Latin American Literature and
Intermediate Spanish.
The tour group, limited to 45
persons, will leave from Los
Angeles International Airport
and will return July 13 in time
for the second session of sum
mer school at the college.
Costs for the trip include first
class air travel and tourist
class hotel accommodations.
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